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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let $j be a complex Hilbert space and S(e) the set of all bounded operators 
on !FJ to B. If S is an isometric operator in B(8), then J3 has the decomposition 
where 6 = (Se)’ ([7], problem 118). 5’ is a (unilateral) shijt if 
ii Sk43 = K% 
k=O 
and the multiplicity of S is the dimension dim 6 of 6. Throughout this note S 
will be a fixed shift on the Hilbert space 5. Of course, $3 is necessarily infinite 
dimensional. An operator T in B(sj) is Toeplitz (with respect to S) if 
S*TS = T; it is vectorial Toeplitx if in addition dim 6 > 1. It is analytic 
(with respect to S) if ST = TS. Clearly if T is analytic, then T, T*, and 
T*T and their linear combinations are Toeplitz. 
Our nomenclature is designed to recall the following concrete example of a 
shift S of multiplicity one: Let o be normalized Lebesgue measure on the 
unit circle. Suppose sj = Hz is the closed linear span of {x”}~ZO in L2 = L2(du), 
where x(eiZ) = eiz, and define S on $$ as multiplication by x. 6 is the set of 
a.e. constant functions. An operator T in B(b) is Toeplitz if and only if 
(TX?, x”) = (T$+l, xk+l) for i, R = 0, 1,2,...; that is, if the matrix repre- 
sentation of T with respect to the complete orthonormal set {~j}~=~ in $3 is a 
Toeplitz matrix ([7], problem 194). If T is Toeplitz there exists an a.e. unique 
w in Lw such that T = P+WP, , where P+ is the orthogonal projection of L2 
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on H2 and IV is the operator of multiplication by w on L2 ([7], problem 194). 
An operatorF in 23($3) is analytic if and only if there existsfin Hm = H2 n Lm 
such that F is multiplication by f on H2 ([7], problem 116). Thus the analytic 
operators in this example form an algebra isomorphic and isometric to Elm. 
For other examples of concrete shifts and their associated Toeplitz operators 
see [16]. Algebraic properties of Toeplitz operators for dim (5 = 1 are studied 
in Brown and Halmos [2] and Halmos [7], Chapter 20. 
The above example can be generalized to provide a concrete model for 
shifts S of countable multiplicity. Let L a2 be the set of strongly measurable 
functions f on the unit circle to the Hilbert space (5 for which 
llf II2 = 1 IlfW II2 w$ < 007 
and let S be multiplication by x. This model was employed by Sz.-Nagy and 
Foia? [18], [19], and Helson [9]. Other models have been used that place S 
in analytically rich spaces. Lax [l l] works with a vector generalization of 
L2(- co, co) which is employed in scattering theory [12]. De Branges and 
Rovnyak [3] treat formal power series with vector coefficients. 
The main result of this note is a vectorial generalization of the FejCr- 
Riesz theorem on the factorization of nonnegative trigonometric polynomials. 
We shall avoid until the last moment the use of concrete models for $$ and S 
in order to point up the functional analytic aspects of the theory. This 
necessitates reproving some basic theorems about shifts in a model-free 
abstract Hilbert space environment. Thus Theorems 1, 3, and 5 are well- 
known in different formulations. The FejCr-Riesz theorem is deduced from 
our formulation of Lowdenslager’s factorization theorem ([13], Theorem 1). 
See also Douglas [5]. 
I am indebted to Professor J. S. Howland for his comments on this work. 
2. INNER-OUTER FACTORIZATION 
An analytic operator is inner if it is a partial isometry; it is outer if its 
range is dense in a subspace (that is, a closed linear manifold) that reduces S. 
The following theorem was proved for dim 6 = 1 by Beurling [l], and 
in more general settings by Lax [ll], Halmos [8], Rovnyak [17], SZ-Nagy and 
Foiag [19], and Helson [9]. Also see Masani [14]. 
THEOREM 1. A subspace is invariant uuder S if and only if it is the jinal 
space of an inner operator. 
PROOF. If 2X = G!& where G is inner, then 9X is clearly a subspace 
invariant under S. 
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Suppose a subspace ‘3X is invariant under S. Then the restriction of S to ‘9.X 
is a shift because 
Thus by (l), 
fi Sklln c fi SQj = (0). 
k=O k=O 
% 
%I= c Si%, 
i=O 
where 93 = (S’9ll)~ n m. 
The crucial point now is that dim’% < dim 6. This is clear if dim 6 is 
uncountable and follows from Halperin’s elegant proof (see [18], p. 108) if 
dim (5: is countable. Thus there is a partial isometry G with initial space 
contained in f5 and final space 93. Extend G to all of 9 by defining 
G(Sif) = SjGf for each f in 6 and j = 0, 1,2,... . Then G is inner and 
%Jl = G!fj. 
THEOREM 2. (i) A subspace $332 reduces S ;f and only if %I is the initial 
space of an inner operator. 
(ii) For any inner operator G, G*SGG* = SG*. 
PROOF. Suppose G is inner with initial space $33. Then 
,‘j-*m = S”G*Jj z G*S*$j = G*$ = mm, 
so !lX is invariant under S*. I am indebted to V. W. Daniel for the following 
simple argument that YJI is invariant under S and thus reduces S. Suppose f 
is in 102. Then I/ GSf 11 = I/ SGf I/ = II Gf II = iif 11 = /j Sf 11, so Sf is in 2X. 
Suppose next that a subspace !BI reduces S. Then the orthogonal projection 
of !+j on %lI is inner and has initial space 9X. 
We turn to a proof of (ii). If G is inner, then SG = GS, so 
G*SGG* = G*GSG*. But by (i) S maps the initial space of G into itself. 
Thus G*GSG* = SG*. 
The next theorem is due to Beurling [I] in case dim 6 = 1; for dim 6 
finite to Helson and Lowdenslager [lo] and Masani [14]; and for dim 6 
countable to Devinatz [4] and Sz.-Nagy and Foiag [19]. 
THEOREM 3. (i) Suppose F is analytic. Then there exists an inner G and 
an outer K such that F = GK and F*F = K*K. 
(ii) Suppose F is analytic, K is outer, and F*F = K*K. Then there exists 
an inner G such that F = GK. 
PROOF. Suppose F is analytic and let !lJ be the closure of F!$ 9Jl is an 
invariant subspace of S, so by Theorem 1 there exists an inner G such that 
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m = G5. 3’5 is contained in the final space of G, so GG*F 2~ F. 
Set K = G*F, so F = GK. Sow SK = SG*F, which by Theorem 2 (ii) 
equals G*SGG*F = G*SF :- KS, so K is analytic. Clearly K$ is contained 
in G*$; we assert that K!$ is dense in the initial space G”$J of G and thus is 
outer. For, if 0 ff E G*!?J and f 1 K!ij, then G*Gf i G*F!$ so t2f _L F!& 
contradicting the fact that the closure of F!ij is G!$ Finally, 
K*K = F*GG*F = F*F, which proves (i). 
Next assume that F is analytic, K is outer, and F*F =: K*K. K$j is dense 
in a reducing subspace 93 of S. Define the isometry G on the dense subset 
K$j of 91 by G(Kf) = Ff for allfin 5. Then 
GSK = GKS = FS = SF = SGK, 
so GS = SG on ‘9X. Define G to be zero on SVJP. Then G is inner andF = GK. 
3. THE FACTORIZATION THEOREM 
Suppose T is a Toeplitz operator in a($) that is nonnegative, that is, 
(Tf,f) > 0 for all f in $5. We exclude the trivial case where T is the null 
operator. Now, 
ker T = ker T112 and 11 T”2Sf /I2 = (S*TSf, f) = (Tf, f) = jl T1’2f lj2 
for all f in 9, so S ker T is contained in ker T. Let Q be the orthogonal 
projection on 93 = (ker T)l and set S, = QS. Since ‘93 is invariant under S* 
we have 
STTIQ = QS” (2) 
for n = 0, 1,2 ,... . Of course TQ = QT = T since 93 is the closure of Tsj. 
We consider % as a pre-Hilbert space with inner product (,)T defined by 
(f,g)T = <Tf,ghf,g ins. Th e completion of this space is a Hilbert space 
J3=. For each f, g in ‘3, 
(s,f, ST& = VQSf, QSg> = <S*TSf, g> = <Tf, g> = (f> dT 
so ST has a unique continuous extension to an isometric operator S in 
%($T). We have 
me 
$T = ?zo S’ET @ fi SkJjT, (3) 
k=O 
where CT = (S$jT)l. Let PT be the orthogonal projection of !& on CT. In 
the following lemma we consider QCr as a subset of $r . 
LEMMA. PTQCi is dense in a,. 
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PROOF. We first fix attention on an element f of CT. Select a sequence 
{fn} of elements of ‘8 that converge in .&- to f. Then 
<T(fn -fm),fn -fm> + 0, 
so there exists g in ‘% such that Tfn ---f g. Now, (& = ( S!?J,)~, so for all h in 5 
0 = (f, &Q/z),. = (f, QSh), = lim( Tfn , Sh) = (g, Sh), which implies that 
g is in 6. 
Now assume that f is in CT and perpendicular to P,QK Let g be related 
to f as above. Then 
0 = (f, PTQgh = (f, Qgb = lim(Tfn , g> = <g, g>, so g = 0. 
Thus Tf,, -+ 0, so for all h in $R (f, h), = lim( Tfn , h) = 0. % is dense in 
h-9 so f = 0 and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA. dim ET < dim CC. 
PROOF. Let W be the linear transformation on (5 to f!& defined by 
WC = P,Qc, c in K W is bounded since T is bounded, and by the above 
lemma it has dense range. Thus the lemma follows ([7j, problem 42). 
THEOREM 4. Suppose T is a nonnegative Toeplitz operator. Then there 
exists an isometric mapping G MZ Cj”$ SC& into $3 such that SG = GS and 
S*G = GS*. 
PROOF. Since dim ET < dim 6, there exists an isometric mapping G of C& 
into C. Extend G to an isometry on CF=t SjCT into !CJ by G(Sjf) = SjGf, 
fin C&andj = 0, I,2 ,... . Then SG = GS, and since GCT is contained in 6, 
S*G = GS*. 
COROLLARY. Assume (&, Sk!& = (0). Then there exists a partial isometry 
K on 5 onto sj, such that !& = K!+j, KS = SK, and KS* = S*K. 
PROOF. Take K = G* in Theorem 4 and use (3). 
LEMMA. The following propositions are equivalent : 
W) f-L Sk%T = @); 
(P2) Ii%,, 11 S*nQc IIT = 0 for every c in a dense subset (I,, of CC; and 
P3) linhar sup{/ (Tc, Snf> 1 : (Tf,f) = 1,f EJS} = 0 for every c in a 
dense subset CC0 of 6. 
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PROOF. Suppose (P 1) and c is in 6. Then Qc is in % and thus has an &. 
expansion of the form 
Qc = f Sk, , {Cj} c c&. 
Hence (P2) holds. 
Suppose (P2). Now, 
!jjT = “c”” Sj0.T @ SYij~ , n = 1, 2,..., 
j=O 
so if c is in &, , Qc has the expansions 
n-1 
Qc = 1 SjCj + s”fn ) 
j=o 
where {c,} C ET, and {fn} C &- . (P2) implies that f,, --f 0 in !$ , so 
QSkc = S"Qc E c Sj&- , h = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
j=O 
Now the linear span of elements of {QSk&,}& is dense in QFJ and thus is also 
dense in !& . Hence CT=9 SjQT = !& and (Pl) is valid. 
We next show that (P2) and (P3) are equivalent. Suppose c is in $ . 
II S*nQc IIT = sup{1 (S*“Qc, Qfh I : II Qf IIT = l,f E 51 
= sup{1 (Qc, QSY )T I : II Qf /IT = 1 ,f E $1 
= sup{1 (Tc, Pf> I : (Tf,f? = Lf E5j). 
The (PI) formulation of the following theorem is essentially due to 
Lowdenslager [13]. Related factorization theorems appear in [19], [9], and 
PI- 
THEOREM 5. A bounded operator T in 23(B) has a representation of the 
form T = F*F, where F is analytic, if and only if T is a non-negative Toeplitz 
operator and (PI) or (P2) OY (P3) holds. If T has such a factorization, then F 
can be chosen to be outer. 
PROOF. Assume S*TS = T > 0 and (Pl). Define F in 8($3) by F = GQ, 
where G is as in Theorem 4. Then F is bounded, and 
FS = GQS = G&Q = SGQ = SF, 
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so F is analytic. For allf, g in H 
(TX g> = (Qf, Q&T = (GQf, GQg> = (F*Ff> g>, 
so T = F*F with F analytic. Theorem 3(i) assures us that F can be taken to be 
outer. 
Conversely suppose that T = F*F, where F is analytic. If c is in & and fin 
Js with (Tf,f) = 1, then 
I (Tc, Snf) 1 = 1 (F*Fc, Snf) 1 = / (S*nFc, Ff) 1 < jl S*“Fc II+ 0 
as n -+ CO, so (P3) holds. By our lemma (Pl), (P2), and (P3) are equivalent, 
so the proof is complete. 
4. THE FEJBR-RIESZ THEOREM 
We prepare for that result with a lemma. But first, by a scalar operator we 
mean an operator that commutes with all analytic operators. If K is scalar 
it is clearly analytic. Finite linear combinations of (S~}~zO with complex 
coefficients and their uniform limits are examples of scalar operators. 
LEMMA. Fix a scalar operator K and c in CC. Suppose that T = F*F, where F 
is outer. If K*Tc I: 0, then K*Fc = 0. 
PROOF. F is outer, so the closure !JJI of F!$ reduces S. Then by Theorem 2 
there exists an inner G such that )132 = G*b. Since K commutes with G 
it follows that K*!lX C ‘9X, so K*Fc E !lJL But 0 = K*Tc = F*(K*Fc), so 
K*Fc E kerF* = ‘9X1, and K*Fc E ‘9X n ‘ml = (0). Thus K*Fc = 0. 
The following is our main result, an abstract generalization of the FejCr- 
Riesz theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose T is a nonnegative Toeplitx operator such that for all c 
in a dense subset CC,, of CC there is a nonnegative integer n(c) such that 
(S*)ntc) Tc = 0. 
Then T has a factorization of the form T = F*F, where F is outer and 
for each c in CC,, . 
(S*)n(c) Fc = 0 
PROOF. If c is in 6,, , then (Tc, Skf) = 0 for all K > n(c) and f in Js. 
Thus (P3) holds, and by Theorem 5, T has a factorization of the form 
T = F*F, where F is outer. Now Sntc) is a scalar operator, so by the above 
lemma (S*)%tc) Fc = 0. 
409/23/I-10 
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Our last theorem is concerned with a concrete form of the FejCr-Riesz 
theorem, which turns out to be an easy corollary of the abstract version. From 
now on 9 will be the space Ha2 of Helson [9] and Sz-Nagy and Foiag [lg], 
where (5. is any separable complex Hilbert space. Fix a weakly measurable 
operator function Won the unit circle such that 0 < ( W(&) c, c> < M 11 c II2 
a.e. for all c in 6.. Here M < co. Then W is a nonnegative operator function 
on La2. W is factorable if there exists a factorization for W of the form 
W(eis) = A*(eiz) A(eio), 
where AC is in H;Em for each c in 6. 
Several authors have generalized versions of the FejCr-Riesz theorem 
that run as follows: Suppose n is a positive integer and W is a non-negative 
trigonometric polynomial of degree n with coefficients in %3((Z). Suppose 
something else, say, hypothesis X. Then W has a factorization of the form 
W = A*A, where A is an analytic trigonometric polynomial of degree n 
with coefficients in 23(C). 
If X is the assumption that dim E = 1, then this yields the classical 
FejCr-Riesz theorem. Rosenblatt [15] extended the classical result to the case 
where dim tJ is finite. Gohberg [6] treated arbitrary (r. under the added 
assumptions that W is the sum of a scalar trigonometric polynomial and a 
completely continuous one and furthermore that W > 81 for some positive 
constant 8. Helson [9] proved the above-quoted result assuming that W is 
factorable and he derived Rosenblatt’s theorem as a corollary. 
Our formulation of the FejCr-Riesz theorem merely requires W to be a 
trigonometric polynomial on a dense subset. By a trigonometric polynomial 
of degree - 1 with coefficients in 6 we mean the null vector. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose W is a nonnegative operator function on LC2 such 
that for each c in a dense subset 6, of 6 W(eix) c is a trigonometric polynomial 
of degree < n(c) < CC with coejkknts in B. Then W is factorable, W = A*A, 
and A can be chosen so that for each c in 6, A(eia) c is an analytic trigonometric 
polynomial with coeficients in 6 of degree < n(c), where n(c) is as above. 
PROOF. Define the operators S and T on HK2 by Sf (eir) = eixf (eio) and 
(Tf) (ei2) = P+ W(eir) f (eir), f E Ha2, where P+ is the orthogonal projection 
of La2 on HC2. Then it is easy to check that T is non-negative and Toeplitz 
with respect to S. If f is in &, and f in HK2, 
((S*)n(c’ Tc, f > = 
s 
e-in(c)+< W(eio) c, f (eiz)) do(x) = 0 
since e-in(~)“W(ei2) c J- HC2 by hypothesis. Thus by Theorem 6 T has a 
factorization T = F*F, where F is outer and (S*)*@) Fc = 0 for each c in CC,, . 
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F commutes with S so there exists a weakly measurable operator function A 
such that 
(Fc) (ei”) = A(e”“) c and AC E Hz 
for each c in K Necessarily A(@) c is a trigonometric polynomial of degree 
< n(c). 
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